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Abstract (en)
[origin: EP0351361A1] The selvedge-forming unit possesses a forming needle (18) which, at least in the end portion (20) which can be introduced
into the shed (5) and which has a cross-section determined by two broad sides (29, 30) and by a longitudinal side facing the reed and a longitudinal
side facing the fabric, contains an elongate yarn inlet orifice (21), the longer dimension of which is in the direction of the longitudinal extension of the
end portion (20). Furthermore, the end portion (20) is designed with an end face (24) leading in the direction of introduction (arrow 8) into the shed
(5) and forming with the longitudinal side facing the reed a tip pointing away from the shed tip (5'). The forming needle (18) can thereby execute its
particular movements pivoting out of the shed (5) very close to the shed tip (5'), so that the weft yarn end (7) is introduced correspondingly closely
to the shed tip (5'). As a result of the elongate shape (22) of the yarn inlet orifice (21), the length of the portion (36) of the weft yarn end (7) spanning
the needle eye (21) in the position (18') of the forming needle (18) pivoted into the shed (5) is relatively large, so that the weft yarn end (7) can easily
bend and can consequently be threaded into the yarn inlet orifice (21) with a low blowing pressure of a threading-in nozzle (34). <IMAGE>
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